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Abstract

The simulation method MARS, Mathematical Radiac Simulation, is primarily intended for preparedness
exercises in nuclear fallout areas and simulates the ionizing radiation doserates from fission products
deposited on the ground, i e fallout from a nuclear weapons explosion or from a release of radioactive
materia from a nuclear reactor. MARS gives at any time after the fictitious explosion or reactor release
the doserates at any position in the fallout area.

MARS has been used for simulation of an exercise scenario called LOTTA, designed for training and
test of a radiac preparedness group in Department of Nuclear Protection, at FOA. The group is a member
of a national preparedness organisation under the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute, SSI.

This MARS application was a simulation of the entire course of events following a fictitious nuclear
weapons explosion, including the fission product deposition process and the ultimate activity and
doserate distribution in the fallout area. The simulation was based on deposition and fallout prognoses
worked out by FOA, using the prognosis model PELLO.

This report presents a short description of the simulation of the LOTTA scenario. A more detailed
presentation of the general MARS method can be found in the report "Mathematical Radiac Simulation,
MARS", which is under preparation.
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Sammanfattning

Sirnuleringsmetoden MARS, Mathematical Radiac Simulaion, är i första hand avsedd för
beredskapsövningar i kärntekniska nedfallsområden och simulerar den joniserande strålningens
dosrater från fissionsprodukter på marken, dvs fallout från en kärnvapenexplosion eller från ett
utsläpp av radioaktiv materia från en reaktoranläggning. MARS ger vid varje tidpunkt efter
explosionen eller utsläppet dosraten på varje plats i nedfallsområdet.

MARS har använts för att simulera ett övningsscenario kallat LOTTA, utformat för träning och
test av en radiakberedskapsgrupp vid FOI NBC-skydd. Gruppen ingår i en nationell
beredskapsorganisation som upprättats och leds av Statens Strålskyddsinstitut, SSL

I detta fall var tillämpningen av MARS en simulering av det totala händelseförloppet efter en
kärnvapenexplosion, inklusive deponeringen av fissionsprodukterna och den slutliga aktivitets-
och dosratfördelningen i nedfallsområdet. Utgångspunkten för simuleringen var de deponerings-
och beläggningsprognoser som utarbetades vid FOI med hjälp av prognosmodellen PELLO.

Rapporten beskriver i korthet simuleringen av LOTTA scenariet. För en mera generell
beskrivning av MARS metoden hänvisas till rapporten "Mathematical Radiac Simulation,
MARS", som är under utarbetande.
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Introduction

This is a report on the simulation of a radiac scenario designed for the training and test of a
preparedness group, which is apart of a national preparedness organisation. The simulation
method called MARS, Mathematical Radiac Simulation, is described in detail in a separate
report1, which is under preparation. This report is one in a series of reports u'3>4'5'6 describing
the same subject in different point of views.

The members of the preparedness group are experts in different natural sciences. They are"
employed at FOI (which at the time for the exercise was FOA) and normally performing
research in radiac-related areas, i e nuclear chemistry, radiation physics and radiometry and
they also have a deep knowledge on the behaviour of radioactive materia in biological and
ecological systems. Their main task as a preparedness group is to keep up a sufficient
preparedness regarding the radiation effects of nuclear weapons explosions, nuclear reactor
accidents and any other incident that may lead to the release of huge amounts of radioactive
materia.

A preparedness exercise for a group with this professional competence demands a realistic
scenario both in content and extent. The group members get their professional training in their
daily research work where they obtain valuable knowledge and capability in their respective
fields. The purpose of an exercise will then primarily be to contribute with training in
cooperation in a given scenario. A very important element in the cooperation is the communi-
cation and exchange of information, internal as well as external, which must be fast, easy and
reliable. This was one of the most important parts that had to be tested since the communication
system was set up just before the exercise.

The scenario that was created for the exercise during spring 1998 was intended to test and train
the preparedness group as a whole. The following separate test moments could be identified:

- Doserate measurement in the environment
Field gamma-ray spectrometric analyses, from vehicle and on the ground

- Collection of soil-, air-, water-, milk- and wipe-samples
Gamma-ray- and alfa-spectrometric analyses of samples in the laboratory
Radiochemical analyses of samples in the laboratory

- strategies, measures and dose calculations in the central command

The scenario consisted mainly of two parts, one intended for ionizing radiation measurements
and the other for activity measurements. A separate report deals with this second part, which
was based on the use of nuclear reactor produced fission products simulating the corresponding
products that will be created in a nuclear weapons explosion. All collected samples were
prepared by the addition of fission products, with amounts obtained from the MARS function
and depending on where they were collected.

The radiation part of the scenario, which will be described and evaluated in this report, was
simulated by the application of the MARS method. That means that the ultimate fallout
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distribution and the course of events are described by a single mathematical expression, where
the independent variables are the geographical co-ordinates and the time.

The nuclear weapons explosion scenario

A nuclear weapons explosion near ground creates a huge amount of radioactive materia that
instantly is transferred to the atmosphere. From the activity and radiation point of view the
materia consists of fission- and neutron activation-products. The amount of fission products is
proportional to the size of the nuclear charge while the activation products is dependent also on
the type of weapon, the distance between the explosion point and the ground, the ground
composition etc.

The explosion distributes the radioactive materia into and on the surface of particles that
constitutes a cloud that rapidly ascends to quite high altitudes. The character of the fission
process together with the extremely high temperature in the cloud makes the physical and
chemical conditions initially very instable. Several fission products have a large physical decay
constant and will in a short time be transformed to elements that decay more slowly. All
elements will eventually end up as stable isobars.

There are two kinds of nuclear weapons; one utilizes the fission process and the other the
fusion process. The latter may be combined with a fission charge. This exercise, LOTTA, was
based on the assumption that the nuclear weapon was of the fission type, e g with U-235 as the
fissile element. In such a case it is well known that the gross fission product activity and the
doserate will decrease as the function t~u , where t is the time in hours after the explosion. One
hour after the explosion the gross activity was 2 • 1019 Bq / kt fission charge7.
Detailed information about the relative content of the various radioactive elements in the cloud

o

after the explosion was found in tables .

Many of the elements in the cloud turn out to be in gaseous states, due to the high temperature.
When the temperature decreases they will gradually condense on available particles. Since the
elements condensate at different temperatures and the particle size spectrum is changed as a
function of time, because the heavier particles soon will fall to the ground, there will be a
certain fractionation, i e not all radioactive nuclides will be found on particles of all sizes.
Fractionation should be taken into account in the case of real events, but in this two-day-
exercise the effect was not significant.

Since the heavier particles fall down earlier than the lighter ones there will be a continuous
change of the particle size distribution as the cloud moves on. That will consequently affect the
radionuclide composition in the cloud as well as in the fallout. The longer the distance between
the point of explosion and the fallout area, the lower is the activity per square meter on the
average. A number of smaller areas with significant higher activities and doserates may appear
in the fallout area, so called " hot spots ". Activity and doserate decay according to the same
decay function from one hour to a couple of months after the explosion. A certain relation
between activity and doserate will therefore prevail during the whole exercise.
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Immediately after the fallout has ceased, the doserate in the fallout area may at some locations
be so high that people should be recommended to leave the area or stay in shielded places. One
of the highest priority tasks for the preparedness group is to find such high activity areas by
doserate measurements and report to responsible authorities so that adequate measures can be
taken in order to reduce unnecessary radiation doses to the population. It is very important that
the measurements are performed in a professional way so that the result constitutes a good
basis for the decisions to be taken. The preparedness group needs to have expert knowledge in
the radiac field and a good capability to carry through their tasks, which demands training and
exercises in realistic radiation senarios.

We tried to create such a scenario in the exercise LOTTA. We used the simulation method
MARS, for the radiation part, with real time doserate measurements, as well as for the activity
part of the scenario, with realistic fission products to be analysed in the laboratory. The group
carried out "doserate measurements", reconnaissance, by the use of instruments called
RADSIM, that simulated real doserate instrument. The RADSIM instrument works in the
MARS-scenario in the same way as real doserate instrument do in real radiation fields.

Application of the MARS method

The main feature of the method is that

- the doserate alternatively the activity in a fallout area, at any time and position, is given by
a single mathematical expression

The expression is a function of time and the geographical co-ordinates. Time zero is set at the
time for the nuclear weapons explosion or, in the case of a nuclear reactor accident, when the
release started. The function is loaded into the simulators and makes them act as doserate
instruments in the MARS scenario. It is also used in a PC, to calculate the activity in samples
collected in the fallout area.

The RADSIM consists of a microcomputer connected to a GPS put in a standard doserate
instrument case. The GPS provides real time and geographical co-ordinates to the
microcomputer, which then uses the MARS function to calculate the doserate and to show the
values on the standard display.

As mentioned above, the doserate is assumed to decrease at the same rate as the activity. That
means that the ratio between the doserate and the activity is constant and therefore the activity
is calculated simply by multiplying the doserate by a constant. In a PC containing the MARS
function, the sample collection data is entered, i e the geographical co-ordinates for the
collection location. The MARS function calculates the sample activity at a time one hour after
the explosion, the so called H+l-time, and from that value the standardised radioactive solution
volume that should be added to the sample can be determined. The standard solution is
prepared by the use of fission products from an irradiation of U-235, performed at the time
when the nuclear weapons explosion was assumed to have happened. The real activity in the
sample will then decrease at the same rate as the MARS-simulated doserate. This assumption
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was verified experimentally and the agreement between theory and practice was quite
acceptable.

The MARS method has many applications in different areas. Initially, it was created for the
simulation of fallout areas of arbitrary shape and intensity, containing some hot spots,
according to specified requirements for radiac exercises. Besides a detailed fallout pattern it
was also expected to simulate the deposition process and the t"L2-decay of the activity. The
MARS method turned out to meet all the requirements very well.

Another application is the one the LOTTA exercise was based on, where the purpose was to
simulate a radioactive fallout area that had been prognostisized by a meteorological prognosis
model, called PELLO. This model utilizes real weather data, the size of the nuclear charge and
the geographical co-ordinates for the explosion to create deposition prognoses for specified
times. The PELLO prognoses contained information on when the fallout was estimated to start
in the area accessible to the preparedness group, what the probable distribution and the ultimate
activity and doserate levels would be when the fallout had ceased.
Since the ratio between the activity and the doserate is constant, the activity will hereafter be
omitted, so what will be said about the doserate is relevant also for the activity.

The entire course of events, the deposition and the following decay phases, was simulated with
the MARS method. While the PELLO model provides a geographical resolution of the order of
fifty kilometers there is no practical limit for the resolution in the MARS scenario. The entire
scenario is represented by a single continuous function and the occuring uncertainties are fully
random, caused by variations in in-data from the GPS device or from built-in random functions
in the mathematical expression, included to enhance the resemblance of an ordinary doserate
instrument.

Because of the very high resolution it is feasible to design arbitrarily chosen detailed fallout
patterns. This property offers a very good possibility to meet the demands from the
preparedness organisation regarding excersise scenarios adopted to the priority needs. It may be
the need for local concentrations of radioactive materia in particularly sensitive sub-areas, i e
areas with high population density or very important communication roads. The ultimate
demand for the MARS scenario is that it should be well within a reasonable variability range
for the PELLO prognosis.

In case of a real nuclear weapons explosion SMHI will make the national fallout prognoses. In
a very short time after receiving information about an explosion they work out the prognosis
and distribute it via the channels agreed to institutions and authorities that are responsible for
the initial measures. This element was included in the LOTTA exercise also and the prognosis
from SMHI formed the basis that the central command had at hand for its initial actions.

Briefly, this means that

the PELLO prognoses constituted the model for the MARS simulation

- the MARS scenario constituted the real exercise scenario since it was loaded into the
simulators, RADSIM

- the SMHI prognoses was prepared for and sent to the central command to be used as the
basis for their planning of actions and measures.
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Hopefully, the SMHI prognoses and the MARS scenario would be in acceptable accordance
with each other and offer a realistic and complete scenario with good opportunities for training
in several aspects. The SMHI model and the FOI model are compared in a separate report9.

Simulation of the LOTTA scenario

The simulated fallout area was in the shape of a square, 800 x 800 km, with origo in the point
with RN co-ordinates North 6778037 and East 1164382. About 25 % of this area constituted
the real exercise area, reasonably available for the preparedness group.

As mentioned above, the model for the MARS simulation was the two kinds of PELLO
prognoses. One prognosis gave the times for the start and stop of the fallout in the different
parts of the area, Figures 1 and 2. These data determined the shape of the radioactive cloud. It
was assumed that the cloud should have a spherical Gaussian shape and the prognosis data was
chosen to define the central six standard deviations of the distribution.

dine, h8500

36.0000

LM* 2000 2500 3000

Figure 1. Start of deposition

time, h8500

36.0000

24.0000 8000

1

lMt 2500 3000

Figure 2. End of deposition

From the Figures 1 and 2 it is obvious that the deposition lasted longer, several hours, in certain
eastern parts of the area. This was an interesting element in the fallout procedure and demanded
more than one deposition function in the MARS scenario.

The second prognosis in the model was the ultimate fallout pattern, which means the activity in
the area at the time one hour after the explosion, t = H+l, without decay correction, Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The ultimate fallout pattern, H+l-values

This situation is of course fictitous, but it constitutes the basis for the subsequent calculation of
the decay of activity and doserate.

The PELLO prognosis constituted the average fallout pattern around which the MARS scenario
was to be built up. The weather situation and the location for the explosion were chosen in a
way that certainly would result in a radioactive fallout in Vasterbotten. The fallout area
coincided in substance with the exercise area.
The PELLO prognosis area was modified and completed in the MARS environment to contain
exercise elements for all professional subgroups in the preparedness group. In that way the
MARS scenario intentionally differed in some aspects from the PELLO prognoses. However
the MARS scenario would not deviate significantly from the expected prognoses from the
SMHI.
The basic fallout pattern was completed with a couple of smaller areas with higher
concentrations of activity, hot spots, located in the vicinity of population centers and main
roads. The purpose was to give the reconnaissance people reasons to try to find and map these
hot spots. Furthermore, it would provide the central command with assessment and judgement
tasks, regarding whether or not to take measures to reduce the radiation exposure of the
population.
What is called hot spots are merely subareas with higher activity levels, three or four times the
average surface activity, and they are not very spottish. In real cases there will be several hot
spots of sometimes very limited extension, some of them only of the order of a hundred meters
wide. Such small hot spots were judged not to contribute to the quality of the exercise and were
therefore omitted.

Special properties of the MARS function

Since the MARS expression consists of a number of continouos sub functions the resolution in
any point is in practice unlimited. This means that the doserate and the activity are

10
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unambiguously defined in every location in the simulation area and at all times. The simulation
is fully reproducible also when it comes to the random uncertainties, provided that the start
value for the random generator is the same.

The subfunctions in the MARS expression represent:

the ultimate radioactive fallout pattern referred to the time t = 1 hour

the deposition procedure

the decay procedure

the random uncertainty

the background

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

The geographical North and East co-ordinates together with real time constitute the
independent variables all of which are obtained from the built-in GPS device in the simulator
RADSIM.

a. The ultimate fallout pattern

The pattern is represented by a mathematical function composed mainly of five subfunctions,
all of which being variants of the Gauss distribution. Their graphical representation in a North-
East-co-ordinate system is shown in Figures 4 to 8. The iso-lines represent in all figures the
doserates 1, 3, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90 and 110 mGy/h.

7.4' 10

1.2 10'

6.8' 10

1.2' 10 1.4' 10" 1.6' 10° 1.8' 10'

Figure 4
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Figure 5 Figure 6
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Figure 7 Figure 8

Figure 4 shows the basic activity distribution corresponding to the PELLO prognosis and
Figures 5 to 8 represent the specially designed areas with higher activities. Together they will
form the ultimate fallout pattern shown in Figure 9.

12
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Figure 9. The MARS scenario

b. The deposition procedure

The radioactive covering will be built up successively at a rate depending on size, shape and
speed of the cloud, among other parameters. As mentioned above, the deposition rate was
somewhat different in the western and eastern part of the area. The deposition functions are
depicted in Figures 10 and 11.
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Figure 10. Deposition function, West
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Figure 11. Deposition function, East

From these figures it can be seen that the deposition in the West had finished four to five hours
after its start but that it went on for 10 to 12 hours in some eastern subareas. The two deposition
functions are simultaneously active and co-operating during the whole exercise and together
they make up the current deposition function.

13
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c. The decay procedure

The fission product activity from a fission type nuclear weapons explosion decay according to
the following function of time

,.-1.2

where t = the time after the explosion, h
It= the activity or the doserate at time t
Ii= the activity or the doserate at time t = 1 h

This relation is valid from t = 1 h to a couple of months later.
The decay function is included in the MARS expression and answers for a realistic lapse in the
whole fallout area. That means that the doserate in any point of the area will increase and then
decrease according to the deposition function in combination with the decay function. The
doserate variation at some locations in Vasterbotten is shown in Figures 12 to 14.

10 15 20 25

Figure 12. Doserate
at Umea
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Figure 13. Doserate at
Skelleftea

Figure 14. Doserate at
Asele

d. The random uncertainty

Random uncertainties occur in practically all kinds of measurements. This is particularly the
case in radiac situations since activity and radiation measurements are based on the
disintegration of nuclei, which is a random process. In addition to that, the deposition of the
radioactive materia has an obvious random character. Therefore it is necessary to include a
random element in the simulated doserate measurements to make the scenario more realistic.
The MARS method makes use of a normal distribution random function in which the standard
deviation may be arbitrarily chosen. In the LOTTA scenario the standard deviation was 7 %
which was estimated to have a reasonable effect on the measurement data.

e. The background

The doserate in the fallout area must be quite high for the preparedness group to be started up.
So high that the background doserate is negligible and from that point of view could be omitted
in the MARS expression. Nevertheless, the MARS scenario includes also the time before the
deposition begins and that is why the simulators must show a background value on the display.

14
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Background variations are in this connection so small that they would only contribute to the
complexity of the MARS function and therefore a constant ambient doserate background value,
0.00012 mSv/h, was included. This background constant is however multiplied by the random
uncertainty mentioned above, which creates some variations.

Conclusion

The simulation method MARS has been applied in several radiac scenarios of various dignity.
The LOTTA scenario was one of the most comprehensive scenarios created so far, partly
because of the complexity in the deposition phase but also since the MARS values were to be
used as a basis for the test with nuclear reactor fission products added to the collected samples.
From both points of view the method provided a very reliable and realistic scenario, which
gave unique opportunities for training of the entire preparedness organisation.

As a matter of fact, not all of the MARS scenario features were utilized in this exercise due to
the limited exercise time and number of co-operating authorities. Furthermore, the MARS
method could easily be further developed in several aspects. Therefore, it is obvious that
MARS has a great potential as a general exercise scenario simulation method.

15
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